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1. Donne e Scienza (Women and Science) – Lecce 15 November, 2019
Brief presentation
The association Donne e Scienza (Women and Science) organized its Annual Conference in Lecce (14-16
November 2019). Starting from a multidisciplinary approach, the Conference "Environment and Climate:
the present for the future" attended by international experts and professionals, represented an
important opportunity to reflect, exchange knowledge and
ideas. Simona Giordano,
from CIHEAM Bari, has been one of the invited speakers and has given a contributionfocused on the GECO2
project, its main features and challenging goals.
Funded in December 2003 by a group of scientists and scholars from several disciplines, Associazione
Donne e Scienza is a non-profit cultural organisation that gathers women scientists working at Higher
Education Institutions and Public Research Organisations in Italy. Disciplines vary from physics and
engineering to biology and chemistry, and include also social sciences, education, ICT and scientific
journalism.
Associazione Donne e Scienza promotes women’s participation in scientific research to contribute and
generate debate on contemporary science with a gender perspective.
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2. Mandarin Days – Opuzen 30 October, 2020
Brief presentation
As part of project's WP2, Activity 2.5. (International activities and participation to extra project events)
Dubrovnik-neretva region, along with RRA DUNEA, participated on presentation of some INTERREG ItalyCroatia 2014-2020 Program Project in Opuzen Agricultual High School. Presentation was organized
within traditional event „Mandarin Days“ on 30th of October 2020.
Project GECO2 was presented to school's students and profesors along with other INTERREG Projects in
the field of agriculture and environmental protection, that are under realization in Neretva Valley.
Follow up from the event was published on partner's web site, RRA DUNEA's web site, directly contraced
firm's for promotional servicies and Opuzen Agricultual High School’s website. After reaching Event’s
target group on the Event itself, by publishing this follow up on various web sites, we reached General
public in purpose to sentisize farmers and agricultural businesses, social associations, technicians and
experts from ecology and agriculture, bussines associations and public authorities.
The main goal was introduction of GECO2 project, its importance and possible benefits to farmers and
local community of project implementation. This refers to the intention of sensitizing the audience whose
future profession will be development of agriculture practices. Give them access to future environmental
activities and priorities of the European Union, and correlation with GECO2 Pilot project activities in Pilot
project area (Neretva Valley).
PP6 Project manager Čedo Vučković held ppt presentation of GECO2 project and member of RRA DUNEA
Ms. Antonija Odak and Mr. Petar Maleta presented Project MoST and topics: European Green Deal, Basic
data on agriculture in Neretva Valley, Soil salinization in Neretva Valley, Climate changes and GHG
emissions and Brand “ Neretva’s mandarin”.
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3. XXIII AIAM Congress – 1 July, 2021
Brief description
On June 30th 2021 started the XXIII Congress of AIAM (Associazione Italiana di Agrometeorologia).
On the above cited date the congress Proceedings were published.
Arpae participated and contributed to the Proceedings by means of the publication “THE GECO2
PROJECT: A SUSTAINABLE MODEL FOR THE CARBON BUDGET”.

Publication availability
The publication is available at http://amsacta.unibo.it/6713/1/Atti_AIAM_2021.pdf
In the next sections we report the published abstract and a resume of the main contents.

The authors
This work was developed in collaboration with the University of Bologna.
Arpae during the first half of year 2021, in the framework of the GECO2 project, tutored the UNIBO
student Francesco Giarri who proactively worked within the project and edited the first draft of this
publication.
The complete list of authors is the following: Francesco Giarri (UNIBO), Antonio Volta (ARPAE), Giulia Villani
(ARPAE) , Leonardo Marotta (ENTROPIA), Fausto Tomei (ARPAE), Antonio Cinti (ARPAE),Ulisse Carlino (UNIBO),
Francesca Ventura (UNIBO).
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Abstract
Mitigation of climate change aims at optimizing the activities by reducing greenhouse gas emissions, at
boosting technological and behavioral alternatives and more sustainable energy sources. No less
important is carbon sequestration, especially in the agricultural sector. Since carbon is stored in soil,
concentration in the atmosphere results lower as well as the warming effect. The European IT-HR
GECO2 project aims to create a voluntary carbon credit market with gains from both economic and
environmental point of view. Sustainable farms can sell credits generated by carbon storage, whilst
companies, mainly from the agri-food sector, wishing to offset their emissions, will purchase the credits.
To manage this trade, a software has been developed. This computes CO2eq emissions and
sequestration due to field management, in order to achieve a budget and to create credits to put on the
market. The present work describes the calculator and some preliminary results.

The publication contents
In the publication the authors explained how the calculator was built. A short description of its main
features and directions of using were provided. The calculator replies the scheme of already known
calculators. Unless its ancestors the CAFE calculator was tailored on the project needs. It was completely
written in C language in order . The calculator as well as its code are published online. The code is
available free under the GPL license.
For this publication we computed the mean values of CO2 emissions and sequestration due to the
farming management reported at hectare scale. These values were reported in tables in order to
simplify the reader interested in getting the effectiveness of each practice.
Here below we report the tables published on the proceedings:

Tab.1 – Carbon sequestered based on the adopted practice.
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Tab.1 – Carbonio sequestrato in funzione della pratica conservativa adottata.
Conservative practice Budget (kgCO eq/ha)
2

Conventional tillage

0

Minimum tillage

- 700

No tillage

- 1350

Cover crops

- 1200

Grassed orchard

- 1900

Sparse vegetation

- 2450

Forestry area

- 3000

Tab.2 – Carbon budget as function of the residue treatment adopted.. Values refer to 1 kg of biomass.
Tab.2 – Valori del bilancio di carbonio in funzione del trattamento residuo adottato per il campo. I valori in tabella
fanno riferimento al trattamento di 1 kg di biomassa impiegata.
Treaded residue

Budget (kgCO eq)
2

Compost forced aeration

0.022

Compost non forced aeration

0.032

Biomass left untreated in heaps or pits

1.79

Wood chips (let in field)

- 0.65

Burned

0.48

Biochar

0.26

Tab.3 – Carbon budget as function of the organic amendment adopted.. Values refer to 1 kg of product.
Tab.3 – Valori del bilancio di carbonio in funzione degli ammendanti usati adottati per il campo. I valori in tabella
fanno riferimento ad 1 kg di prodotto impiegato.
Soil improvers Sequestration (kgCO eq) Emissions (kgCO eq)
2

2

Compost

- 0.12

0.02

Manure

- 0.05

0.01

Digestate

- 0.05

0.01

Biochar

- 2.76

0.85

Straw

- 0.63

0.02
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Tab.4 – Carbon budget as function of the chemical compound adopted.. Values refer to 1 kg of product.
Tab.4 – Valori del bilancio di carbonio in funzione del composto chimico adottato per il campo. I valori in tabella
fanno riferimento ad 1 kg di prodotto impiegato.
Fertilizers

Budget (kgCO eq)
2

Urea

2.052

Ammonium Nitrate

3.10

Test Compound NPK (15N 15K2O 15P2O5)

1.30

Super Phosphate

0.57

Limestone (55-CaCO3-29CaO)

0.0055

Pesticide (weight of the active principle)
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Tab.5 – Carbon budget as function of the energy used in the field. Values refer to 1 unit of energy (kWh per electricity,
l for fuels).
Tab.5 – Valori del bilancio di carbonio in funzione dell’energia utilizzata dall’azienda per il campo. I valori si
riferiscono ad una unità di energia (kWh per l’elettricità e un litro per combustibili)
Energy

Budget (kgCO eq) for unit
2

Electricity Grid renewables (kWh)

0.030

Electricity No Grid renewables (kWh)

0.54

Diesel (l)

2.68

LPG (l)

1.81

Methane (l)

2.30
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4. International Day of the Ozone Layer – Opuzen 16 September, 2021
Brief presentation

As part of project's WP2, Activity 2.5. (International activities and participation on extra project
events) RRA DUNEA, who is our tehnical support, presented GECO2 project on International Day
of the Ozone Layer in Opuzen Agricultual High School. Presentation was organized on 16th of
September 2021.
Representatives of DUNEA, Ms. Petra Popović and Mr. Petar Maleta, through the educational
presentation "The Impact of Man and Agriculture on Climate Change", tried to point out the
importance of preserving the ozone layer and make them aware of the problems of global
warming and thegreenhouse effect. ultimately affecting agricultural production, quality of life and
causing climate change,the consequences of which we are increasingly facing.
Apart from emphasizing the composition and formation of the ozone layer, its damage - ozone
holes andthe possibility of its own contribution to protection and recovery, the GECO2 project
and a sustainable circular economy, which is one of the components of the green transition - EU
priority for 2021 . After thepresentation, all participants in the school garden planted fruit trees
and other native plants together to give their small contribution to the green transition.
Namely, the celebration of this internationally important date is just one of the environmental
activities of "Eco September" in the Dubrovnik-Neretva County as well as the September activities
of the EUROPE DIRECT project of the Dubrovnik-Neretva County.
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5. Ecomondo – Rimini 26 October, 2021

Brief presentation
On 26th October 2021, in the frame of Ecomondo Exhibition Expo, the Geco 2 Project Manager, Mr.
Antonio Cinti, hosted by the official stand of Emilia-Romagna Region, presented the project.
The audience was composed by Emilia-Romagna Region officials and public participating at Ecomondo.
No registrations have been foreseen.
The Ecomondo Expo, one of the most important exhibition in Italy in the environmental matters,
gave the opportunity to the project to meet environmental actors and publicize the voluntary credits
market tested by GECO2.
Here in after the title of the event, the agenda and the photos.
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Title

GECO2

"Il mercato volontario dei crediti di carbonio in agricoltura.
L'esperienza del progetto GECO2"
“The voluntary carbon credits market in agriculture.
The GECO2 project experience “

Rimini, Stand of Emilia-Romagna Region
Ecomondo. The Green technology Expo
Tuesday, 26th October 2021 ore 11.30
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Agenda

12:00 Welcome address – Giulia Villani ARPAE- SIMC (Servizio Idro-Meteo-Clima)
12:10 Projection of a short presentation video
12:15 GECO2 project presentation – Antonio Cinti
The project idea
Objectives
Main activities
12:30 Questions and answers time
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Event photos
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6. Production and consumption: carbon farming as a regeneration
practice of the territory – Webinar 26 March, 2022
Brief presentation
On 26th March 2022, in the frame of the webinar “Produzione e consumo responsabile: carbon
farming come pratica di rigenerazione del territorio” (Production and consumption: carbon farming
as a regeneration practice of the territory) organized by Hub del territorio, an association that
includes companies, universities, research centers, local authorities, associations, foundations and
citizens aimedat creating a new perspective of relaunch and development of the Emilia-Romagna
territory according to sustainable, innovative models.
Cinzia Alessandrini (ARPAE - Climate Observatory manager) , responsible for the Geco2 Project
presented the project. The audience was composed by Emilia-Romagna Region officials and the
general public. No sign-in list have been foreseen for the virtual event.
The recording of the event is available at:
●

Carbon Farming: esperienze e progettualità per il territorio dell'Emilia-Romagna

Below the poster of the event, the agenda and the pictures.
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Poster
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Agenda
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Pictures
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Conclusions
The webinar gave to the GECO2 project the opportunity to aggregate knowledge and
collaborations around the Carbon Farming project that the ER Territory Hub, with its WG on Goal
12 of the UN Agenda 2030, is planning to implement. The webinar provided an overview of the
experiences national and regional on the subject of carbon farming, thinking about the values
and criticalities that can allow to reduce our environmental footprint and generate value on the
territory.
The presentations have deepened the knowledge of the methods of soil management that helps
to store atmospheric carbon, of the methods of measuring the sequestered carbon and of
managing the verification process, what are the risks and threats.
On the planning level, the objective has been to broaden the audience of subjects who want to
build a Carbon Farming path on the regional level with the Hub Foundation of the Territory ER,
involving local institutions, agricultural and livestock companies, and all entrepreneurs and who in
different ways want to collaborate and support the initiative.
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7. BIM WORLD – 6 April, 2022

Brief presentation
In WP2, Communication activities, Act 2.5 International activities, and participation to extra project
events, Zadar County Rural Development Agency - AGRRA and Public Institution Rera S.D. for the
coordination and development of the Split-Dalmatia County were participants in the two-day event BIM
World Bas-Carbone, which took place on 5 and 6 April in France (Paris). Namely, BIM WORLD Bas-Carbone
Solutions is a gathering place for key actors involved in the ecological transition of buildings and
territories. That is from 2015. an unavoidable meeting place for professionals and communities to use
BIM and digital technology in the service of construction, real estate and urban development. There were
over a hundred exhibitors and numerous workshops and conferences for participants.
Local authorities, entrepreneurs in construction, real estate, energy and environmental services, come
together to find the best operational solutions, the latest innovations and projects, to respond to the
challenges of this transition. The event is based on new environmental regulations implemented regarding
sustainability and carbon reduction for all actors. Taking environmental transition and care at all stages
of construction: from de-carbonized product components to the valorization of sustainable assets. One
of the key goals of this event is the sustainable management of the built heritage towards carbon-free
cities. On that occasion, PM , Ivana Dević from AGRRA and Leonardo Marotta (expert) also presented the
project GECO2 - Green Economy and CO2 (in English and French) by giving a review of GECO2 project
implementation with special emphasis on pilot activities of the Project . It was successful and
disseminated on a local and regional level. Also, PP5 printed 250 leaflets in French for this event.
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Agenda
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Minutes of the “BIM WORLD PARIS 2022” event
In WP2, Communication activities, , Act 2.5 International activities, and participation to extra project
events, Zadar County Rural Development Agency - AGRRA and Public Institution Rera S.D. for the
coordination and development of the Split-Dalmatia County were participants in the two-day event BIM
World Bas-Carbone, which took place on 5 and 6 April in France (Paris). Namely, BIM WORLD Bas-Carbone
Solutions is a gathering place for key actors involved in the ecological transition of buildings and
territories. That is from 2015. an unavoidable meeting place for professionals and communities to use
BIM and digital technology in the service of construction, real estate and urban development. There were
over a hundred exhibitors and numerous workshops and conferences for participants.
Local authorities, entrepreneurs in construction, real estate, energy and environmental services, come
together to find the best operational solutions, the latest innovations and projects, to respond to the
challenges of this transition. The event is based on new environmental regulations implemented regarding
sustainability and carbon reduction for all actors. Taking environmental transition and care at all stages
of construction: from de-carbonized product components to the valorization of sustainable assets. One
of the key goals of this event is the sustainable management of the built heritage towards carbon-free
cities. On that occasion, PM , Ivana Dević from AGRRA and Leonardo Marotta (expert) also presented the
project GECO2 - Green Economy and CO2 (in English and French) by giving a review of GECO2 project
implementation with special emphasis on pilot activities of the Project . It was successful and
disseminated on a local and regional level. Also, PP5 printed 250 leaflets in French for this event.
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Event follow-up
The event was published in several local media at the following links:
https://www.noviradio.hr/agrra-i-rera-s-d-predstavili-geco2-na-bim-world-u/
https://ezadar.net.hr/dogadaji/4222502/agrra-i-rera-sd-predstavili-geco2-na-bim-world-u/
https://www.057info.hr/vijesti/2022-04-07/agrra-o-projektu-geco2-na-bim-world-u-u-parizu
https://www.znet.hr/2022/04/07/pariz-agrra-i-rera-s-d-predstavili-projekt-geco2-na-bim-world-u/
https://www.antenazadar.hr/clanak/2022/04/agrra-na-predstavljanju-projekta-geco2-green-economy-and-co2na-manifestaciji-bim-world-bas-carbone-paris-2022/
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8. We Nature – Fiorenzuola di Focara 21-22 May, 2022
Brief presentation

The Marche Region accompanied the process of raising awareness towards a model of sustainable
agriculture and the promotion of agronomic practices valid for the protection of soilsand for the regularity
of the carbon cycle participating to the "We-Nature" event, organized by the Monte S. Bartolo Natural
Park, the two-days event dedicated to the themes of climate change and the impact on natural habitats
held on 21 and 22 May 2022 in Fiorenzuola di Focara(PU).
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Agenda
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Minute of the Event “We-Nature”

During the two-days event dedicated to the themes of climate change and the impact on naturalhabitats
held on 21 and 22 May 2022 in Fiorenzuola di Focara ( PU), along the San Bartolo Riviera,the Agriculture and
Rural Development Sector of Marche Region illustrated the activities and results of the GECO2 project,
setting up an information point at the headquarters of the MonteSan Bartolo Park.
The desk of GECO2 project was prepared with information materials on the activites carried outand the
results achieved. The GECO2 project Manager Mauro Tiberi standed beside the desk to illustrate the
project goals, the training and pilot activities implemented and the main achievements at regional
territory.
The desk was set up with communication materials, like project leaflets, sprout pencils, articles and
Layman's Report and distributed to public participating to the Talk Show “Il clima che cambia: l’impatto
sugli habitat animali” held at the Campanile San'Andrea in Fiorenzuola.
Information can be found at the following link:
https://www.regione.marche.it/Regione-Utile/Agricoltura-Sviluppo-Rurale-e-Pesca/Progetti-diCooperazione#Eventi
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Event photos
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